WIN
A $2K
GRANT

SA LOCAL GOVERNMENT SAFE CYCLING AWARDS APPLICATION FORM
Local Government Name:
Address:
Category:

Metropolitan

Regional less than 10,000 residents

Regional more than 10,000 residents

Contact Name:

Position:

Phone: work:

mobile:

Email:

Website:

How did you hear about the awards?

APPLICATION SUMMARY
Please keep the written application summary to a maximum 3 pages (this excludes supporting evidence and images).
1.	Describe the integration of safe cycling within your council’s strategies, plans or policies and how do these influence
and guide your council’s work to improve cycling safety in your community?
2.

Provide details of one of your council’s initiatives that encourage and improve safer cycling within the community.

3.

Commencement and completion (if not ongoing) date:

4.

Approximate budget:

5.

What is the nature of your council’s initiative (physical, cultural, community) and how will it contribute to improving safe cycling?

6.

Provide more information on the main objectives around safer cycling of the initiative.

7.

What processes were involved in developing the initiative? (eg. community consultations, marketing, advisory groups etc.)

8.	Were there any community and external stakeholder involvement and how did they contribute to the development and implementation
of the initiative? (eg. funding, resources, time etc.)
9.

What were the main outcomes and achievements? Have the objectives been met? Include any evidence to support the outcomes.

10. Is the initiative sustainable and are there any future goals or steps to continue and improve the initiative?

APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Consent for use of information, quotes and photographs provided in your application has been obtained.
Two jpeg images.
Two documents supporting initiative.
All questions in the application form have been answered to the word limits specified.

LODGE YOUR APPLICATION
Lodge your application via EMAIL mac@sa.gov.au OR POST GPO Box 2438 Adelaide SA 5001

APPLICATIONS OPEN MONDAY 2 MAY AND CLOSE FRIDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 2016

